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Philanthropy and Sense of Place

Conceptual theorizing about place as more than a geo-spatial reality permeates
through disciplines such as geography, psychology and anthropology, among
others, and has been discussed in the literature for decades. With policymakers
shifting toward research-based decision-making, it is relevant to consider a sense
of place as a tangible tool that can facilitate greater engagement within the



philanthropic landscape. As a person begins to identify through a particular place,
an attachment is formed and a sense of belonging or meaning emerges in the
person. It is this place-attachment coupled with a place-identity that forms a
cohesive sense of place in an individual. 

Driven by the Atlantic Hub, this special edition on Philanthropy and Sense of Place
shares information on nation-building and how branding in the Canadian context
empowers (or disempowers) philanthropic organizations. Furthermore, we share
recent studies involving sense of place as it exists in Atlantic Canada, and more
speci�cally, Newfoundland and Labrador.

Enjoy your reading!

Editorial: Sense of place and the potential to build a stronger philanthropic
network in Newfoundland and Labrador, by Brady Reid, Atlantic Hub
Philanthropic Nation Branding, by Adam Saifer, Quebec Hub
Exploring the intersection of sense of place, charitable giving and mobile
work in Newfoundland and Labrador, by Brady Reid and Kelly Vodden,
Atlantic Hub
Has Philanthropy Found its Place? Place-based Philanthropy for Community
Building in Australia and Canada, by Susan Phillips and Wendy Scaife,
Ontario Hub
What place for 'place' in funding the voluntary sector? by Ruth Gripper and
NPC, published on the Alliance Magazine blog
Giving a Sense of Place: Philanthropy and the future of UK civic identity, by
the Charities Aid Foundation
Podcast: The importance of Donor Retention and How we can Improve our
Efforts, by The Philanthropy Podcast

Flashback: The Demographics of Philanthropy



A new infographic has been added to
last month's special edition:

University foundations in the digital era:
How to stimulate participation?
The case of the Fondation UQTR

Calls for Contributions and Participation

The Ontario Hub has organized a few
roundtable discussion at ANSER:

PhiLab Network  Roundtable : Activities and
Projects: Collaborations, Partnerships &

Mergers; knowledge Transfer & Mobilization

PhiLab O ntario Hub  Roundtable: Activities
and Projects

"Bridging Divides” between Academic
Research, Activism and Philanthropic

Practice

Contact Andrea Kosovacs Sykes if you would
like to participate in either of

these: andreakosovacsykes@cmail.carleton.ca

Quebec Regional Center - Montreal



PhiLab's Quebec Hub has a new central email: philabquebec@uqam.ca.  Please
use this email to contact the Quebec Hub as of now.

Diane Alalouf-Hall, Quebec Hub coordinator, is currently managing this email.

Upcoming Events

PhiLab Quebec invites you to submit a proposal to participate in the session
organized by Sylvain A. Lefèvre

 "Action(s) morale(s) des entreprises au Nord et au Sud : quelles normes, quels
dispositifs pour quels objectifs ?"

AISLF Seminar in Tunis from July 6th to 10th - In French only

More information here

The Quebec Hub is proud to welcome Lidia Eugenia
Cavalcante Lima from Brazil, who will be a guest

researcher for 2020.

Professor in the Department of Information Sciences
at the Université fédérale du Ceara in Brazil, her

research touches on human intervention, cultural and
social practices in inclusion and knowledge sharing

that is integrated into community libraries.



Diane Alalouf-Hall, Québec Hub
Coordinator and Ph.D. candidate, was
present at the Association québécoise

des organismes de coopération
internationale (AQOCI) for their training

session on philanthropy for their
members. She discussed the role of

women in philanthropy.

Ontario Regional Hub - Toronto

The Ontario Hub is in the midst of organizing a
Toronto edition of the EDGE Funders Learning and

Networking event!

Save the date: April 21st
5:30 pm to 7:00 pm

Networking: 7:00 pm to 8:00 pm

Location: Ryerson University



April Lindgren has recently published an update on
her research project:

Philanthropic Support for Journalism: A Canadian
Roadmap

This article was originally published on the Local
News Research Project website.

Western Regional Hub - Regina

Iryna Khovrenkov,  co-director of the Western Hub,
and Kris Archie of our partner The Circle and member

of our Indigenous Research Cluster, will be
participating in the FRANK debate of the CAPG 2020

conference in Regina:

"Has philanthropy become the barrier to true social
good?"

More information here



David Peacock, a researcher with PhiLab's Western
Hub, has just launched a new research project:

The Carnegie Foundation and Canadian Higher
Education.

More information here

Atlantic Regional Hub - Cornerbrook

The Atlantic Hub has launched a new research
project, supervised by Kelly Vodden and in
partnership with the Indian Bay Ecosystem

Corporation: 

Rural Philanthropy: Mapping patterns of charitable
giving in NL and the Atlantic Region

Learn more here

News from our members 



Sylvain A. Lefèvre reacts in an article by La Presse on
the donation of 4000 Nespresso coffee machines to

schools:

Malaise autour d'un don de 4000 cafetières aux
écoles

News from our partners 

New article by Jean-Marc Mangin, President of PFC:

Eleven trends in philanthropy for 2020: Comparison
between Canadian and American practices

Upcoming event by The Circle:

Art of Hosting: Active Reciprocity
April 5th to 10th 2020

Mi'kmaw Territory at Windhorse Farms NS

More information here

Alliance March 2020 Issue: Indigenous Philanthropy



Facebook Twitter LinkedIn Youtube

"As the philanthropy world begins to recognize that
support and funding for the self-determination efforts

led by Indigenous Peoples are critical, this ground-
breaking special feature will discuss effective ways

to partner with Indigenous Peoples and place
Indigenous values at the heart of philanthropic

practice."

Consult the March issue here

Support PhiLab: Participate on social media!

In order to increase the reach of PhiLab's publications, you can help us by
participating in social media! A simple 'like', comment or share helps us

disseminate knowledge to the sector.

We now have four active social media platforms , there's one for everyone, no
matter your style!

PhiLab students still have access to the Facebook group which is reserved for
them.

This newsletter is sent by the Canadian Partnership Research Network
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